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Relevance of the Fear-Avoidance Model
for Chronic Disability after Traumatic Brain Injury

Melloney L.M. Wijenberg,1,2 Amelia J. Hicks,3 Marina G. Downing,3

Caroline M. van Heugten,1,2,4 Sven Z. Stapert,1,5 and Jennie L. Ponsford3

Abstract

Previous studies convincingly suggest that the biopsychosocial fear-avoidance model (FAM) may be of added value in

understanding chronic disability after traumatic brain injury (TBI). In this model, persistent symptoms occur as a result of

catastrophizing and fear-avoidance regarding initial symptoms, leading to depression, reduced mental activity, and greater

disability in daily functioning. This study examined the FAM in a large English-speaking TBI sample. A cross-sectional

study was conducted in 117 individuals with complicated mild, moderate, or severe TBI at 1–5 years post-injury.

Participants completed questionnaires assessing personal, injury-related, and psychological characteristics. Reliability,

correlational, and regression analyses were performed. Main outcome measures of chronic disability were depression,

disuse (e.g., fewer mental activities), and functional disability. The results revealed that all correlations suggested by

the FAM were significant. Catastrophizing thoughts were positively associated with TBI-related symptoms and fear-

avoidance thoughts. Main outcome measures were positively associated with fear-avoidance thoughts and TBI-related

symptoms. Further, variables in the FAM were of additive value to personal, injury-related, and psychological variables in

understanding chronic disability after TBI. The separate regression analyses for depression, fewer mental activities, and

disability revealed ‘‘fear-avoidance thoughts’’ as the only consistent variable. In conclusion, this study shows the asso-

ciation of the FAM with chronic disability after TBI, which has implications for assessment and future management of the

FAM in TBI in English-speaking countries. Longitudinal studies are warranted to further investigate and refine the model.

Keywords: chronic disability; chronic phase; fear-avoidance model; traumatic brain injury

Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) poses a major global health

issue because of its high prevalence and significant societal

costs.1 Severity of TBI is commonly categorized as mild, moderate,

or severe depending on duration of post-traumatic amnesia (PTA),

loss of consciousness, or Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score.2 TBI

is associated with significant functional, emotional, cognitive, and

behavioral symptoms that impact daily functioning and reduce

quality of life.3 However, the extent and duration of these symp-

toms vary across individuals, and their impact on chronic disability,

such as impaired daily life functioning, is not fully explained

by injury-related or personal variables only (e.g., injury severity

parameters, time since injury, age, or education).4–11 Numerous

studies have highlighted the potential contribution of psychosocial

variables (e.g., personality, coping style, anxiety, and depression)

to explain chronic disability.8–18 The contribution of all these

variables suggests the need for a biopsychosocial approach to

understandng chronic disability after TBI.

One potential biopsychosocial approach that may explain per-

sistent symptoms is the fear-avoidance model (FAM). This model

has been validated in various other patient populations with bodily

distress syndromes including those with chronic pain, tinnitus,

chronic fatigue, whiplash syndrome, and fibromyalgia, as well as in

cancer survivors.19–24 These syndromes have in common that they

start with symptoms that evolve into chronic symptomatology in

only a subset of patients. The FAM states that individual psycho-

logical reactions to changes as a consequence of an injury can

influence the development and course of symptoms and, eventu-

ally, the emotional adaptation to these changes.25 Applying this

model to symptoms after TBI, the persistent symptoms (i.e.,

somatic, cognitive, and emotional changes) are interpreted as a sign
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of severe brain pathology over which one experiences little or no

control. Such catastrophizing thoughts tend to result in fear and

avoidance of mental activities, also labeled as cogniphobia,26,27

and subsequently decrease activity levels, resulting in progressive

symptoms of depression, reduction in mental activities (disuse),

and enhanced functional disability (e.g., decreased ability to per-

form daily life activities such as work or social activities). This

could, in turn, increase the number and magnitude of symptoms,

concluding their cyclic pattern.26,27 This adapted FAM is depicted in

Figure 1. Please note that the FAM poses ‘‘depression’’/’’disuse’’/

’’disability’’ on the same level in the cycle, assuming that high levels

of fear-avoidance would lead to high levels of depression, disuse, and

disability, and that these outcomes of chronic disability would then

fuel the symptoms concluding its cyclic pattern.

Preliminary studies have suggested that the FAM, or fear-

avoidance on its own, is associated with chronic disability after

TBI,28,29 especially in mild TBI, where there can be a clear mis-

match between the expected good recovery and the unexpected

persistence of symptoms. A discrepancy that is still not understood,

Wijenberg and coworkers29 conducted a small cross-sectional

study in which they found the first evidence for the FAM in indi-

viduals with TBI of all severities (n = 48). Further, a prospective

larger study by Silverberg and coworkers28 highlighted the im-

portance of fear-avoidance in understanding chronic disability after

mild TBI. Despite the promising results, these studies are limited by

their use of self-report measurements that require validation in TBI

samples, small sample size, or having examined only the influence

of fear-avoidance rather than additional variables in the proposed

biopsychosocial FAM (see Fig. 1).

Therefore, this large cross-sectional study has two aims: first,

to examine the associations among the variables of the FAM (see

Fig. 1) in a large cohort of individuals with complicated mild to

severe TBI; and, second, to investigate whether elements of the

FAM (TBI-related symptoms, catastrophizing thoughts, and fear-

avoidance thoughts) would make an independent contribution to

depression, disuse, and functional disability after TBI over and

above the contribution of known personal, injury-related, and other

psychological variables (e.g., pre-injury psychological treatment).

Based on recent studies, it was hypothesized that the associations

would be consistent with the FAM (see Fig. 1; e.g., catastrophizing

thoughts will be positively associated with TBI-related symptoms

and fear-avoidance thoughts, whereas depression, disuse, and func-

tional disability will be positively associated with fear-avoidance

thoughts and TBI-related symptoms). Further, we hypothesize that

elements of the FAM (TBI-related symptoms, catastrophizing

thoughts, and fear-avoidance thoughts) would make an indepen-

dent contribution to chronic disability after TBI in terms of mood,

disuse, and functional disability.

Methods

Participants and procedures

Participants were recruited at Monash Epworth Rehabilitation
Research Centre (MERRC), Melbourne, Australia. Inclusion criteria
were: (1) diagnosis of complicated mild to severe TBI, established by
acute hospital evaluation; (2) date of injury between January 1, 2014
and January 1, 2018; and (3) being able to complete English online
questionnaires (with assistance if needed). Individuals were invited
to participate from December 2018 to March 2019, ensuring that data
collection took place between 1 and 5 years post-injury.

Invitation letters were sent via e-mail or postal mail to eligible
participants of an ongoing longitudinal cohort study,30,31 who had
provided consent to be approached for other studies. If willing to
participate, they provided informed consent and completed the
questionnaires online (after entering their unique study identifier)
or over the phone with author M.L.M.W. All procedures were
approved by and in accordance with Epworth Healthcare and
Monash University Human Research Ethics Committee (Project ID
16792). Participants did not receive any financial compensation for
their participation.

Measures

Basic demographic information. Personal characteristics
including gender, age, education years, marital status, and em-
ployment status were retrieved from the MERRC research database
following informed consent. Medical data including time since
injury, cause of injury, multi-trauma (e.g., comorbid orthopedic
injuries), and severity of TBI were also retrieved from the research
database. Indices for severity of injury were the GCS score and
PTA duration, measured prospectively using the Westmead PTA
Scale.32 Injury severity was based on PTA duration as follows:
<24 h, mild; 24 h to 1 week, moderate; > 1 week, severe.33 In cases
of mild TBI, indications for complicated mild TBI (presence of
abnormalities on computed tomography [CT]) were checked.
Further, six yes/no-questions were asked at the beginning of the
survey to assess pre-and post-injury neurological history, psycho-
logical treatment, and drug/alcohol abuse.

The fear-avoidance model

TBI-related symptoms. Symptoms and symptom severity
were assessed with the Rivermead Post-Concussion Symptom
Questionnaire (RPQ), developed by King and coworkers.34 This is
a valid and reliable measure in individuals with mild to more severe
TBI.35 It consists of 16 items, rated on a five-point Likert scale,
measuring severity of symptoms in the past 24 hours in comparison
with pre-injury levels. The total score ranges from 0 to 64, with a
higher score indicating a higher frequency and impact of symp-
toms. The presence of three or more remaining symptoms, indi-
cated by at least three items with an item score of 2 or higher, was
used as criterion for persistent disabling symptoms.29

Catastrophizing thoughts. Catastrophizing thoughts about
TBI-related symptoms were assessed with the English version of
the Post-Concussion Symptoms Catastrophizing Scale (PCS-CS).29

The PCS-CS has an excellent internal consistency and has been
previously used in individuals with TBI.29 It consists of 13 items,

FIG. 1. Schematic overview of fear-avoidance model applied to
TBI, permitted by Wijenberng, Stapert, Verbunt, Ponsford and
van Heugten.29 TBI, Traumatic Brain Injury.
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rated on a five-point Likert scale, measuring the self-reported fre-
quency of catastrophizing thoughts about an individual’s self-
reported symptoms on the RPQ. The score ranges from 0 and 52,
with higher scores indicating a higher intensity of catastrophizing
thoughts. The internal consistency of the PCS-CS in this study was
excellent (Cronbach’s a = 0.97, n = 116).36,37 The questionnaire is
available on request. Although online administration is preferred
for the PCS-CS (e.g. enabling tailored instructions to a person’s
answers on RPQ), see supplementary text for an overview of the
questions.

Fear-avoidance thoughts. TBI-related fear-avoidance
thoughts were assessed with the English version of the Fear of
Mental Activity scale (FMA).29 The FMA has a good internal
consistency and has been used in individuals with TBI before.29 It
includes 17 items, rated on a four-point Likert scale, measuring
the self-reported frequency of fear-avoidance thoughts related to
an individual’s self-reported symptoms on the RPQ. In line with
validation studies of the chronic pain fear-avoidance measure that
the FMA is derived from,38–40 the four reversed items were not
used in the scoring, resulting in 13 items. The score ranges from
13 to 52. The internal consistency of the 13-item FMA in this
study was excellent (Cronbach’s a = 0.93, n = 113).36,37 The
questionnaire is available on request. Although online adminis-
tration is preferred for the FMA (e.g., enabling tailored instruc-
tions to a person’s answers on RPQ), see supplementary text for an
overview of the questions.

Depressive symptoms. Depressive symptoms were assessed
with the depression subscale of the Hospital Anxiety and Depres-
sion Scale (HADS).41 It is a valid and reliable measure in indi-
viduals with TBI.42 It consists of seven items rated on a four-point
Likert Scale with the total score ranging from 0 to 21. A higher
score indicates greater severity, with a score higher than 7 indi-
cating clinically significant symptoms.42

Disuse. Validated questionnaires to assess ‘‘disuse of the
brain’’ are lacking. We translated disuse in the TBI-related FAM
to ‘‘amount of mental activity.’’ Therefore, disuse was assessed
with one question: ‘‘How many hours a day do you currently
spend performing mental activities such as writing, working on
the computer, reading, and participating in a meeting?’’ In this
study, ‘‘amount of mental activity’’ represents the inverse of
‘‘disuse,’’ indicated by number of hours spent on mental activity
per day. In other words, the scores were reversed to represent
‘‘disuse.’’

Disability. Functional disability was assessed with the self-
report version of the Glasgow Outcome Scale – Extended (GOS-E),
developed by Wilson and coworkers.43 The original GOS-E,
administered as an interview and developed by Jennett and co-
workers,44 and the original GOS are the most widely used and
accepted instruments in neurotrauma research for assessing out-
comes after TBI.45 The postal version of the GOS-E is also found
to be reliable to assess global outcome or disability.43 Based on a
structured scoring system, the score ranges from 1 to 8, with a
higher score indicating a better global outcome. A score £6 was
used as indication of functional disability.17

Statistical analysis

Data analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics 24.0 for
windows (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). Missing data were not im-
puted, and were treated as missing in all analyses. Distributions
of all variables were evaluated in terms of mean, standard deviation
(SD), median, range, skewness, and kurtosis. Outliers and as-
sumptions were checked. In case of non-normality (skewness or

kurtosis values not between -1 and 1), non-parametric statistics
were used. Sample characteristics are described by descriptive
statistics. Participants were compared with non-responders on basic
demographic information using Mann–Whitney U tests for non-
normal distributed continuous variables, independent sample t tests
for normal distributed continuous variables, and Pearson v2 tests for
categorical variables. For all statistical tests, unless stated other-
wise, an a level of 0.05 was used.

To test the relationships within the FAM (see Fig. 1), the cor-
relations of the FAM were calculated by Spearman correlations
(in case of non-normality and/or ordinal variables).

To explore whether the FAM explains depression, disuse, and
functional disability independently after controlling for known
variables, the interrelationships of depression, disuse, and func-
tional disability with personal, injury-related, psychological char-
acteristics, and the additional FAM variables were examined.
Personal characteristics included age, gender, education years,
employment status, marital status, and assessment method (online/
over the phone). Injury-related characteristics included GCS score,
PTA duration, time since injury, cause of injury, multi-trauma, and
neurological history (pre- and post-injury). Psychological charac-
teristics included psychological treatment (pre- and post-injury)
and drug/alcohol abuse (pre- and post-injury). The FAM variables
included TBI-related symptoms, catastrophizing thoughts, and
fear-avoidance thoughts.

For the interval variables, depression and disuse, backward
multiple regression analyses were performed. Dummy variables
were created for categorical variables (gender, employment sta-
tus, marital status, assessment method, cause of injury, multi-
trauma, pre- and post-injury neurological history, psychological
treatment, and drugs/alcohol abuse). The continuous variables
(age, education in years, GCS score, PTA duration, time since
injury, TBI-related symptoms, catastrophizing thoughts, fear-
avoidance thoughts) were centered (subtracting the median in
case of non-normality or the mean in case of normality) and their
quadratic terms were added. To prevent type 2 errors, the least
significant variable was removed stepwise with a threshold of
a = 0.10. In this process, dummy variables were treated as a block.
Outliers (using box plots, studentized residuals, and centered le-
verage values) and influential cases (using Cook’s distance) were
checked, and if influential, removed as case. Collinearity and the
homogeneity of residual variance were also checked for the full
and final models.

For the ordinal variable, functional disability, the GOS-E was re-
coded into two groups: ‘‘Good Recovery’’ and ‘‘Poor Recovery.’’
The outcomes ‘‘upper good’’ and ‘‘lower good’’ recovery were
merged to create ‘‘Good Recovery,’’ whereas the outcomes ‘‘upper
moderate disability’’ – ‘‘vegetative state’’ denoted ‘‘Poor Recovery,’’
resulting in a binary split used in other studies such as that of
Ponsford and coworkers.17 Because of the limited sample size and
the skewed distribution of many independent variables, binomial
hierarchical logistical regression analysis was performed with the
variables significantly related to GOS-E in the bivariate analyses.
Mann–Whitney U tests (continuous variables) and Pearson v2

analysis (categorical variables) were used to compare perfor-
mances of those in the ‘‘Good Recovery’’ with those in the ‘‘Poor
Recovery’’ group according to personal, injury-related, and psy-
chological characteristics, and the additional FAM variables. Only
measures that were significantly related to GOS-E in the bivariate
analyses were entered into the binomial hierarchical logistical re-
gression. This regression was conducted to establish (1) whether
the included FAM variables would improve the fit compared with
included personal, injury-related, and other psychological charac-
teristics; and (2) how well this model differentiated the ‘‘Good
Recovery’’ from the ‘‘Poor Recovery’’ group. Bonferroni correc-
tions for multiple comparisons were applied separately for each set
of statistical tests.46 This strategy resulted in significance levels of
p = 0.0125 for the bivariate comparisons of continuous personal
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and injury-related variables with outcome; 0.0038 for the cate-
gorical personal and injury-related variables; 0.0167 for the bi-
variate comparisons of the addition FAM variables; and 0.0050 for
the logistical regressions. Assumption of linearity of the continuous
variables with respect to the logit of the dependent variable was
assessed via the Box–Tidwell procedure.47 Further, the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve was inspected to reveal the
discriminative value of the final model.

Results

Participants

Of the 191 individuals approached, 64 did not agree to partici-

pate and 10 were not reached, resulting in 117 participants (61.3%).

In total, 43 participants requested a phone interview to complete the

questionnaires (36.8%), and four stopped during the assessment

(3.4%). Two participants did not enter their unique study identifier

when completing the questionnaires online, resulting in an anon-

ymous response and preventing appropriate extraction of demo-

graphic information from the MERRC research database.

The final sample included 74 men and 41 women with a mean

age of 51.63 years (SD = 18.75; [18–87]). In most cases, TBI was

caused by traffic accidents (84.3%). Based on PTA duration, injury

severity was considered mild for 13.5% (PTA <24 h), moderate for

17.3% (PTA = 1–7 days), and severe for 69.2% (PTA >7 days). The

mild group consisted solely of individuals with complicated mild

TBI (presence of abnormalities on CT). Regarding work status,

63.7% were employed before the injury and 29.2% reported being

able to work at the same level without problems after the injury.

See Table 1 for an overview of all participants’ characteristics.

Sample size deviations are the results of missing data in the

MERRC research database or items missed by participants during

online administration. Participants were older (DM = 17.02 years;

U = 2146.50; standard error [SE] = 373.84; p < 0.01) and more often

married (v2 [5] = 25.28; p < 0.01) than non-responders. No group

differences were found for any other personal characteristics

(gender, education years, and employment status) or medical data

(time since injury, cause of injury, multi-trauma, GCS score, and

PTA duration).

Relationships within the FAM

See Table 2 for an overview of the scores on elements of the

FAM and their percentage of participants with an impairment as

defined by available cutoff scores (see Methods section). Spearman

correlation analyses revealed that all correlations suggested by the

FAM were significant ( p < 0.05). See Figure 2 for a graphical

presentation of the correlations within the FAM. Catastrophizing

thoughts were positively associated with TBI-related symptoms

(r = 0.80) and fear-avoidance thoughts (r = 0.70). Although all

outcome measures (depression, disuse, and disability) were posi-

tively associated with fear-avoidance thoughts and TBI-related

symptoms, the strongest association was seen between depression

and TBI-related symptoms (r = 0.80).

Explanation of depression

Eight outliers were identified according to centered leverage

values, and were removed for the final model. The final model

revealed that TBI-related symptoms, fear-avoidance thoughts, and

post-injury neurological history were significantly associated with

depression (F[3,99] = 59.79, p < 0.01), accounting for 64.4% of

Table 1. Descriptives of Participants

n Valuea %

Personal characteristics
Age (years) 115 52 (34) [18-87]
Gender 115 64.3% male
Education years 105 11.97 (2.39) [8-18]
Employment status pre-injury 115 49.6% full-time employed

4.3% part-time employed
Working status: pre-injury (GOS-E) 113 63.7% employed
Working status: current (GOS-E) 113 29.2% same work without problems

23.0% unable to work because ofTBI
Marital status 113 50.4% married or de facto
Assessment method 115 62.6% online

37.4% guided over the phone

Injury-related characteristics
GCS score 105 12 (8) [3-15]
PTA duration (days) 104 15 (19) [0-180]
Time since injury (years) 115 2.65 (1.16) [1-5]
Cause of injury 115 84.3% traffic accident
Multi-trauma 115 80.0% multi-trauma
Neurological history pre-injury 117 3.4% yes
Neurological history post-injury 117 30.2% yes

Psychological characteristics
Psychological treatment pre-injury 117 26.5% yes
Psychological treatment post-injury 117 53.8% yes
Drugs/alcohol abuse pre-injury 117 9.4% yes
Drugs/alcohol abuse post-injury 117 4.3% yes

aDepending on normality, mean (standard deviation) [range] or median (interquartile range) [range] are reported.
GOS-E, Glasgow Outcome Scale – Extended; GCS, Glasgow Coma Scale; PTA, post-traumatic amnesia.
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the variation in depression (see Table 3). The results show that

participants who reported more TBI-related symptoms, fear-

avoidance thoughts, or no other neurological disease post-injury

reported more depressive symptoms.

Explanation of disuse

One outlier on disuse was identified and removed for the final

model. The final model revealed that fear-avoidance thoughts and

years of education were associated with disuse (F[2,96] = 13.73,

p < 0.01), accounting for 22.2% of the variation in disuse (see

Table 3). The results show that participants who reported more

fear-avoidance thoughts or had completed fewer education years

reported having spent less time on mental activities.

Explanation of functional disability

Bivariate analyses revealed that only age, post-injury neuro-

logical history, TBI-related symptoms, catastrophizing thoughts,

and fear-avoidance thoughts were significantly related to functional

disability. Age was significantly higher in the ‘‘Good Recovery’’

group (DMean Rank = 15.47; U = 1942.50; SE = 168.34; p = 0.01;

v2 [5] = 25.28; p < 0.01), whereas pre-injury neurological history

was significantly less prevalent in the ‘‘Good Recovery’’ group

(v2[1] = 12.43; p < 0.01). Specifically for the FAM-related vari-

ables, the ‘‘Good Recovery’’ group was significantly associated

with lower levels of TBI-related symptoms (DMean Rank =
36.45; U = 541.00; SE = 170.78; p < 0.01), catastrophizing thoughts

(DMean Rank = 33.90; U = 630.00; SE = 172.17; p < 0.01), and

fear-avoidance thoughts (DMean Rank = 33.31; U = 646.50; SE =
172.69; p < 0.01). A binomial logistical hierarchical regression was

performed to ascertain the association of age, post-injury neuro-

logical history, catastrophizing, fear-avoidance, and TBI-related

symptoms with the likelihood that participants reported good

recovery. Based on this assessment, there were two outliers iden-

tified, and all assumptions, including no multicollinearity, were

met. At the first step (age + post-injury neurological history), the

logistical regression model was statistically significant (v2[2] =
14.68, p < 0.01). At the second step (+ FAM-related variables) the

logistical regression model was statistically significant as well

(v2[5] = 50.53, p < 0.01) and significantly improved compared with

the previous step (v2[3] = 35.85, p < 0.01) (see Table 4). The final

model explained 49.7% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance in func-

tional disability and correctly classified 78.9% of cases. Sensitivity

was 79.2% and specificity was 78.7%. Of the five independent

variables, none were statistically significant ( p > 0.05). The area

under the ROC curve was 0.87 (95% confidence interval [CI],

0.798–0.931), which is an excellent level of discrimination

according to Hosmer et and coworkers.48

Discussion

The current study examined the FAM in a large English-

speaking TBI sample. The first aim was to determine whether the

relationships among the FAM variables were found in a large co-

hort of individuals with complicated mild to severe TBI. In line

with the findings of Wijenberg and coworkers,29 all correlations

suggested by the FAM were significant. We found similar or even

greater correlations in the current study, thereby replicating the

previous findings in a large English-speaking Australian cohort.

The results further support the presence of these relationships in

individuals with moderate to severe TBI as well as in mild TBI,

which has been the focus of most previous studies examining this

construct.

The second aim was to investigate whether the FAM explains

chronic disability after TBI over and above known personal, injury-

related, and other psychological variables. In line with Silverberg

and coworkers,28 we found that the variables in the FAM are of

additive value to personal, injury-related, and other psychological

variables in understanding unfavorable chronic disability after TBI

in terms of depression, disuse, and disability. The separate analyses

for our three outcome measures (depression, disuse, and disability)

revealed ‘‘fear-avoidance thoughts’’ to be the only consistent

significant variable across the analyses. Higher levels of fear-

avoidance thoughts were associated with higher levels of depression,

less mental activity, and more functional disability over and above

other known variables. This shows that how people think about

their symptoms is related to chronic disability after TBI and may

Table 2. Descriptives of the Fear-Avoidance Model

n Valuea %I

TBI-related symptoms (RPQ) 115 24 (23) [0-54] 80.0
Catastrophizing thoughts

(PCS-CS)
116 12.27 (13.07) [0-52] –

Fear-avoidance thoughts
(FMA)

113 25.19 (8.33) [13-44] –

Depression (HADS D) 113 6.12 (4.68) [0-18] 36.3
Disuse (amount of mental

activity)
112 4.26 (3.11) [0-15] –

Disability (GOS-E) 113 6.34 (1.29) [3-8] 55.8

aFor continuous variables depending on normality, mean (standard
deviation) [range] or median (interquartile range) [range] are reported.

%I, percentage of participants with an impairment as defined by the
cutoff scores (see Methods section); RPQ, Rivermead Post-Concussion
Symptom Questionnaire; PCS-CS, Post-Concussion Symptoms Catastro-
phizing Scale; FMA, Fear of Mental Activity scale; HADS D, Depression
subscale of the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; GOS-E, Glasgow
Outcome Scale – Extended.

FIG. 2. Spearman correlations of the fear-avoidance model in
the current sample. Values shown are based on cross-sectional
data. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01. HADS D, Depression subscale of the
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale; GOS-E, Glasgow Out-
come Scale – Extended; FMA, Fear of Mental Activity scale;
RPQ, Rivermead Post-Concussion Symptom Questionnaire; PCS-
CS, Post-Concussion Symptoms Catastrophizing Scale.
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suggest further investigation of fear-avoidance as potential treat-

ment target. Other significant contributors in the final models of

depression, disuse, and functional disability included other FAM

variables (TBI-related symptoms, catastrophizing thoughts), injury-

related characteristics (post-injury neurological history), and per-

sonal characteristics (education years, age). Looking specifically at

one of the most common measures for outcome after TBI, func-

tional disability measured by the GOS-E, results reveal that the

FAM-related variables were associated with functional disability

over and above personal and injury-related variables, and that to-

gether with age and post-injury neurological history, these have a

good level of discrimination. These results are also in line with

multiple studies addressing the need for a biopsychosocial approach

to understanding chronic disability after TBI.8–14

Nevertheless, several findings were not consistent with our ex-

pectations. Although the regression analyses of disability revealed

that the final model significantly explained disability, explaining

49.7% (Nagelkerke R2) of the variance and correctly classifying

78.9% of cases, none of the five independent variables in the model

were significant. This could be a result of correlations among

covariates in the model, lower power caused by fewer observations,

or selection bias introduced by missing values on other covariates.

Although our analyses met the assumption of at least 15 cases per

independent variable, cross-validation should be performed to

further validate our results. Further, we found that the occurrence of

another neurological injury after TBI (e.g., another TBI or stroke)

resulted in fewer depressive symptoms. A plausible explanation for

this unexpected finding may be found in the phrasing of the ques-

tion. Participants were asked by means of one ‘‘yes/no’’ question if,

since the injury, they had been affected or currently felt affected by

a new neurological disorder. Unfortunately, in retrospect, this

phrasing could be misunderstood as meaning experiencing impact

of their TBI, limiting the reliability of the answer given.

There are several limitations to consider in the current study,

resulting in suggestions for future research. First, the results should

be interpreted with caution because of the cross-sectional nature of

the study. As the FAM describes a process over time, no conclu-

sions can be drawn regarding mediation or causation. Therefore, a

large longitudinal study assessing the FAM and its influence on

chronic disability over time is warranted. Second, because of the

lack of a validated questionnaire, disuse was measured by one non-

validated question. Further, the Dutch version of the PCS-CS and

FMA were validated, but future studies are needed for (further)

validation and reference data of the English PCS-CS, FMA, and

measure for disuse. Although less specific for mental activities,

future studies could also use alternative measures for disuse that

have been used and validated before in neurological patient pop-

ulations, such as the Cognitive Reserve Index Questionnaire49 or

a measure assessing limiting behavior.50,51 Moreover, recently, a

new questionnaire to assess fear-avoidance behavior after trau-

matic brain injury (FAB-TBI) has been developed, which was

derived through principal component analysis of existing fear-

avoidance measures and was found to be a psychometrically sound

measure by applying Rasch analysis.28,52 The FAB-TBI and FMA

are both short self-report questionnaires derived from existing

measures from the chronic pain literature. However, they differ in

Table 3. Final Regression Model for the Outcomes Depression and Disuse

Depression (n = 103)a Disuse (n = 99)b

Predictor B b SE of B p B b SE of B p

Constant 5.69 0.31 <0.01 4.20 0.27 <0.01
Fear-avoidance thoughts 0.11 0.21 0.05 0.02 -0.10 -0.28 0.03 <0.01
TBI-related symptoms 0.21 0.70 0.03 <0.01
Neurological history post-injury 0.83 0.16 0.35 0.02
Education years 0.39 0.32 0.12 <0.01

aDepression; scale range = [0.00; 18.00], R2 = 0.64, MSE = 7.61. The prediction equation was ‘‘depression = 5.69 + 0.21 · TBI-related symptoms (RPQ-
24) + 0.11 · fear-avoidance thoughts (FMA-25.19) + 0.83 · post-injury neurological history (-1 = yes; +1 = no).’’

bDisuse; scale range = [0.00; 12.00], R2 = 0.22, MSE = 7.12. The prediction equation was ‘‘hours performing mental activities = 4.20 + 0.39 · education
years (education years - 11.97) + -0.10 · fear-avoidance thoughts (FMA-25.19).’’

TBI, traumatic brain injury; MSE, mean squared error; RPQ, score on Rivermead Post-Concussion Symptom Questionnaire; FMA, score on Fear of
Mental Activity Scale.

Table 4. Logistical Regression Predicting Likelihood of Good Recovery Based on Age,

Post-Injury Neurological Injury, and FAM-Related Variables

Disability (n = 109)

Predictor B SE Wald df p Odds ratio

95% CI for odds ratio

Lower Upper

Constant 4.46 1.42 9.90 1 <0.01 86.76
Age -0.02 0.02 1.42 1 0.23 0.98 0.95 1.01
Post-injury neurological history -1.31 0.73 3.19 1 0.07 0.27 0.07 1.14
TBI-related symptoms -0.05 0.03 2.21 1 0.14 0.96 0.90 1.02
Catastrophizing thoughts -0.05 0.04 1.74 1 0.19 0.95 0.88 1.03
Fear-avoidance thoughts -0.08 0.05 3.18 1 0.07 0.92 0.84 1.01

FAM, Fear-Avoidance Model; SE, standard error; CI, confidence interval. Disability is defined as ‘‘1 = good recovery’’ or ‘‘0 = poor recovery’’ based
on a binary split of the Glasgow Outcome Scale – Extended. Post-injury neurological history is coded as ‘‘1 = neurological history’’ and ‘‘0 = no history.’’
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that the FAB-TBI is, in contrast to the FMA, limited by no tailored

administration and signs of multi-dimensionality, but the validation

process of the FAB-TBI is further advanced. Future studies should

incorporate both the FAB-TBI and FMA to further validate these

measures and compare strengths and weaknesses for implications

regarding their use. Third, although many variables were taken into

account, several variables, such as personal characteristics (e.g.

coping, personality, disease expectancies, and impaired awareness)

and environmental characteristics (such as content and amount of,

and satisfaction with, professional and personal support), known to

impact chronic disability after TBI,53 were not assessed. Future

research should incorporate these variables as well to demonstrate

the contribution of the FAM to chronic disability after TBI.

Lastly, questionnaires were administered online or over the phone.

Selection bias could have occurred as a consequence of online

administration, which may be too difficult for some individuals

with TBI. However, online administration was purposely selected

because it enabled individuals with TBI to complete the question-

naires at their own pace and allowed for recruitment of rural and

remote participants. Further, for those who required extra assis-

tance, administration over the phone was also offered.

Despite some unexpected findings and limitations, this is the first

large study examining the associations of the variables in the

FAM with chronic disability after complicated mild to severe

TBI. Although longitudinal studies are warranted, the findings fa-

vor the assessment of the FAM in English-speaking countries and

may suggest further investigation of fear-avoidance as a potential

treatment target. The FAM provides the theoretical underpinnings

of a well-established treatment; namely exposure in vivo therapy.54
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